Abstract-While graph-based techniques show good results in finding exactly similar subgraphs in graphical models, they have great difficulty in finding near-miss matches. Text-based clone detectors, on the other hand, do very well with nearmiss matching in source code. In this paper we introduce SIMONE, an adaptation of the mature text-based code clone detector NICAD to the efficient identification of structurally meaningful near-miss subsystem clones in graphical models. By transforming graph-based models to normalized text form, SI-MONE extends NICAD to identify near-miss subsystem clones in Simulink models, uncovering important model similarities that are difficult to find in any other way.
I. INTRODUCTION
Model clone detection refers to the process of identifying similar or identical fragments in higher-level software models based on some measure of similarity. While its counterpart, code clone detection, is a mature and established area of research [1] , model clone detection is relatively new and has not been investigated as thoroughly. This is an issue for two reasons: first, model driven development is rapidly becoming a dominant method of software development, and second, the potential impact of identifying redundancy at higher levels is greater than at lower levels.
Not surprisingly, approaches to model clone detection to this point have primarily utilized graph-based techniques [2, 3, 4] . That is, they represent the models as nodes and edges and use variations of subgraph matching techniques to find clones. While natural and efficient for exact matching in visual models, these methods have had less success in near-miss clone detection [4] . In this paper, we propose a method for leveraging existing near-miss textual code analysis techniques, and in particular the hybrid syntactic approach of the NICAD [5] code clone detector, to detect near-miss model clones.
Our use case is the analysis and reengineering of thousands of Simulink models as part of the ongoing maintenance of a production automotive product line. The contributions of our approach are:
• Adaptation of an efficient, scalable text-based clone detector (NICAD) to detect near-miss clones in graphical models. Existing methods use graph matching.
• Efficient detection of not only type 1 (exact) and type 2 (renamed) model clones, but also type 3 (near-miss) model clones. Existing approaches handle types 1 and 2, but have difficulty with near-miss.
• Detection of model clones on three different levels of syntactic granularity: Simulink (entire) "model", (sub-) "system" and (detailed) "block". Existing approaches concentrate on the block level.
• Detection of structurally meaningful (near-miss) syntactic clones. Existing approaches use flattened subgraph matching [6] rather than syntactic structure, and use post-filtering to find structural units. In this paper we demonstrate our results with examples of type 1, 2 and 3 clone identification in Simulink example models at the subsystem level of syntactic granularity. Nearmiss clone detection allows us to find clones that are fragments of subsystems or blocks as well as entire subsystems.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II we extend the usual definitions for clone types to model clones and demonstrate them by example. Section III outlines the challenges and implementation of our method as a set of NICAD clone detector plugins, using Simulink automotive models as a running example. Section IV presents an evaluation of our text-based method by comparison with the state-of-the-art ConQAT graph-based method on a larger Simulink model set. Section V compares to other related work in model clone detection, and Section VI concludes and sets out our plans for future work. This paper is based in part on our preliminary position paper at IWSC 2012 [7] , which it fleshes out to provide the details of our method, evaluation and comparison with related work.
II. MODEL CLONE TYPES
We begin by defining what we mean by a model clone. Unlike source code, which is represented as linear text, models are typically represented visually, as box-and-arrow diagrams, and the clones we are searching for are similar subgraphs of these diagrams. Code clone detection techniques can be categorized according to the types of clones they can identify [1] . We adopt a similar categorization for model clones. In our first experiment we have identified three types of model clones at the Simulink subsystem level. We begin by demonstrating these types using examples from the Simulink demo set 1 . Like code clones, model clones can cross structural and hierarchical levels. For example, the type 2 model subsystem clones of Figure 2 actually come from two different levels of abstraction in the Sldemo Clutch model of the Simulink automotive examples set (Figure 4 ).
III. APPROACH
Our approach, called SIMONE (SIMulink clONE detector) extends NICAD [5] , a language-sensitive code clone detection tool based on parsing and text-comparing syntactic fragments, to model clone detection. NICAD is explicitly designed to allow for unexpected differences in near-miss clones up to a given difference threshold. While NICAD is based on a plugin architecture that allows for new languages and normalizations, extending it to graphical models is a different kind of challenge that required both extensive transformations of the models and significant changes to NICAD itself.
This section outlines our plugins and changes to NICAD to extend it to support model clone detection for Simulink models. We use the automotive model set from the Simulink demo models as a running example to demonstrate the effect of each step. The Simulink automotive demonstration model set is appropriate both because the demonstration models are similar to automotive models used in industry, and because it contains several different versions of each example, yielding an unusually large number of clones to find. Our approach is designed to be used on the large scale production automotive models of our industrial partners at General Motors, which for proprietary reasons cannot be shown here.
There are several challenges to adapting a parser-based textual clone detector to find model clones. Models are typically represented visually as box-and-arrow-style diagrams, and the clones we are searching for are similar subgraphs of the diagrams. Fortunately, for exchange reasons there are textual representations of these diagrams available, for example the XMI exchange format for UML diagrams. Simulink stores its models in a textual representation on disk, and we can use this representation ( Figure 5) as the text input to SIMONE.
A. Simulink TXL Grammar
Because NICAD is a parser-based language-sensitive clone detector based on the TXL [8] parser, the first extension we needed was a TXL grammar to parse Simulink model files. Unfortunately there is no publicly available BNF grammar or published meta-model reference for the textual representation of Simulink models. Thus we used grammar inference techniques to derive a formal TXL grammar from a large set of example Simulink models in the public domain.
Using iterative inference to extend the grammar as more features were discovered as we expanded the example set, we were able to construct a TXL grammar that accounts for all characteristics of Simulink models and its higherlevel Stateflow extensions ( Figure 6 ). Our grammar identifies all Simulink constructs, including models, systems, blocks, lines, ports, branches and other fine-grained model components, and has been validated on the complete set of all Simulink models publicly available to us.
B. Extractor Plugin
Unlike language-insensitive textual clone detectors, NICAD is designed to identify structurally meaningful clones, that is, those that correspond to entire syntactic units such as a classes, methods, blocks or statements rather than arbitrary text sections. It works by parsing the source code to identify, extract and normalize all instances of such a unit, called the "potential clones", and then compares them line-wise to identify near-miss clones using relaxed textual comparison.
Fortunately, many modeling languages, including Simulink, are hierarchical and have natural syntactic units to compare. In Simulink we can identify at least three levels of granularity: whole models, (sub-) systems, and blocks. We can think of these levels as roughly corresponding %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % Line subgrammar -% parses Simulink "Line" structures, e.g. to whole source files, functions, methods or classes, and (possibly compound) statements in other languages.
1) Model Granularity:
At the model granularity, we treat entire Simulink models as the potential clones. Simulink models consist of (sub-) systems, which themselves are built up from blocks, lines and ports. At this level of granularity we can evaluate similarity of entire models, such as the sldemo clutch and sldemo clutch if near-miss whole model clones in the Simulink demo set.
2) System Granularity: The Simulink "system" (i.e., subsystem) level of granularity is probably the most important level for model clone detection, exposing structurally meaningful clones of parts of models. Simulink subsystems are nested and hierarchical, and correspond roughly to functions, methods or classes in other languages, yielding clones of many sizes at many levels. We have identified several classes of both internal (within model) and external (cross-model) subsystem clones in the Simulink automotive examples. 
3) Block Granularity:
Blocks are the finest-grained elements of Simulink models. However, blocks can also contain subsystems, which represent a group of blocks and lines that work together to provide a specific functionality.
While we have built "potential clone" extractor plugins for all three levels of Simulink granularity, we have concentrated on model clones at the (sub-) system level. Since in general Simulink whole models consist of a single system with subsystems, and since blocks below the level of systems are in general too small to be interesting for clone detection, we do not consider this to be a significant limitation. Subsystem granularity is also the case that is of primary interest to our industrial partners in the context of our work with them.
Due to differences in Simulink by comparison with traditional programming languages, our Simulink system extractor plugin has been developed in a different way than usual for NICAD. NICAD's plugin process order involves parsing and extraction of potential clones, optionally followed by renaming, filtering, abstraction and custom normalization. However, in the case of Simulink we found that filtering (removal of irrelevant parts) and custom normalization (sorting the order of Simulink blocks) must precede renaming (normalization of identifiers and literals), since they depend on original names and values. As a result, we could not use the standard NICAD plugin process order. To work around this limitation of NICAD, the SIMONE extractor plugin was developed to include the filtration and sorting normalization steps as part of extraction. They remain conceptually separate steps however, and if in future NICAD is enhanced to allow for specification of other process orders, then these steps can easily be separated into NICAD plugins.
We tested and validated our original subsystem extractor on the entire set of Simulink demo models provided by MathWorks, concentrating on the automotive example models in detail. Even without any modification of the original source text form of the Simulink models, our Simulink parser and subsystem extractor allowed many exact and exact near-miss subsystem clones in the automotive examples to be found (Table I) . However, on closer examination most of them were uninteresting clones of presentation data, and only ten were of any interest. A great many other clones were not found, and clearly more work needed to be done.
C. Filtering
A quick investigation showed that one of the major problems was that the text form of Simulink model files is dominated by information irrelevant to the meaning of the models. Figure 5 shows an example of the large numbers of irrelevant elements relating to position, color, font, spacing, orientation, printing and other attributes that dominate Simulink models in their text representation. Even a few small changes in attributes such as color and font can make identical model subsystems look very different when compared in this original text form, and prevent NICAD from finding them as clones.
In order to remove these irrelevant differences from the comparison of subsystems, we designed a filtering plugin to identify and remove irrelevant elements and blocks from extracted subsystem potential clones. Due to the continued lack of definitive documentation for the form of Simulink model files mentioned above, we once again were faced with an inferential process, in which we gradually tuned our filters to remove irrelevant attributes as they were discovered. In the end, our filtering transformation removes more than 200 different kinds of attribute lists and elements to reduce the representation of model subsystems to their core elements representing the model's blocks, lines and ports themselves, unadorned by layout, formatting and presentation attributes.
Filtering significantly improved recall in finding exact and near-miss exact subsystem clones in the automotive example system (Table I ). The total number of subsystem clones found was significantly increased, and virtually all of those detected were of interest. Removing layout attributes also allowed us to find larger subsystem clones, covering a much large proportion of the extracted subsystems. Hand validation of all clones found in the automotive example models showed that all were valid subsystem clones.
D. Sorting
While filtering had improved our subsystem clone detection a great deal, we found that there were still some subsystem clones we could identify by hand that were still not detected. The remaining problem was a fundamental one when using a linear text-based comparison method on graphical data: the order of blocks, lines and ports in the textual representation of a model subsystem does not change its graphical meaning. Figure 8 demonstrates this problem well, showing the original Simulink text representation of two subsystems of the Simulink automotive models, Driver Switch and Passenger Switch, that we later found to be clones. Applying NICAD to these two subsystems will report that they are different, even though they are not, since the order of the matching blocks in the text form is different.
Our solution to this problem was simple: we defined and implemented a cannonical sort of blocks, lines, ports and branches as a sort transformation on the filtered subsystem potential clones. Each subsystem in Simulink consists of a set of blocks, lines, ports, and branches, possibly containing deeper subsystems. In the text representation, the sequence of these model elements may not be the same, even in identical subsystems. Thus we developed a sorting plugin that sorts model elements according to the following criteria:
• Sort Blocks by Type Name • Sort Lines by Source Block • Sort Ports by Port Name • Sort Branches by Destination Block Figure 7 shows an example of a type 1 (exact) subsystem clone detected with the sorting plugin added. A clone class of 13 instances of this subsystem clone from different models in the automotive example set was identified, with a joint similarity of 98%. Before sorting, only some of these instances were found to be clones, while others were missed altogether. Sorting significantly increased the number of exact subsystem clones found, but allowed much larger near-miss clones to be identified, reducing the total number reported (Table I ).
E. Renaming
With the sorting plugin resolving problems of linear representation, SIMONE was able to find all exact and near-miss exact subsystem clones in the automotive example model set using near-miss thresholds of 5% and 30% respectively. While the 30% threshold could find some type 2 (renamed) subsystem clones as well, to find all of them we would need to remove naming differences using a NICAD renaming plugin for Simulink.
Unfortunately, the generic renaming algorithm provided with NICAD to rename identifiers in other programming languages could not be used for Simulink. Unlike other languages, names in the text representation of Simulink models are represented as quoted strings, for example "ADC driver up" and "Vin" in Figure 8 . Moreover, some names in the text representation of Simulink models, such as block and line types, should not be renamed when comparing for clones.
We therefore needed a much more sophisticated blind renaming plugin for Simulink than for other languages handled by NICAD. To implement type 2 renaming we used TXL agile parsing techniques to grammatically distinguish elements to be renamed from those that should not be, and installed this transformation as a renaming plugin for Simulink. The plugin anonymizes all names and values associated with elements and blocks, preserving only BlockType and LineType elements for comparison, allowing for detection of type 2 and near-miss type 2 (type 3-2) subsystem clones in Simulink models. Figure 9 shows the effect of renaming in the detection of a near-miss type 2 model clone. Before renaming, the Pressure.map estimate subsystem (A) and Speed.speed estimate subsystem (B) were detected as near-miss clones, but only after renaming was a third clone, Speed.speed estimate subsystem (C), added to the same clone class. Renaming also increased the size of (now type 2) subsystem clones that could be found, reducing the total number but increasing their coverage (Table I) . Using renaming allowed us to find over 1,900 near-miss type 2 (type 3-2) subsystem clones in the automotive models, covering 75% of the subsystems, consistent with the large number of different versions of models in the demonstration examples.
IV. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON WITH CONQAT
We have evaluated SIMONE on all of the publicly available Simulink models, including all of Matlab Central, and all of the demonstration systems distributed with Simulink. As a parser-based technique, precision is not an issue for the NICAD engine [9] , and the real issue is recall, which we have addressed in Table I . Even so, precision was validated for all our test results by comparing to the original models by hand. Our tests included systems with models of over 100,000 source lines, which are parsed and processed in under a minute, and we continue to test larger scalability.
We compared SIMONE against ConQAT [2] , a stateof-the-art graph-based approach to finding model clones in Simulink and other data-flow models. In the ConQAT approach, models are flattened into graphs consisting of their basic blocks and linear connections, normalized by assigning each block and line a value that can be used to compare them. Clone pairs are discovered by finding matching subgraphs, and clustered to form clone classes. Normalized values include the block type and some of the block attributes while excluding "semantically irrelevant" information, such as name and layout. ConQAT compares models at the basic block level, ignoring subsystem boundaries, with a configurable parameter that defines the minimum number of matched blocks that need to be matched to be reported as a clone. This is in contrast with the syntactic method of SIMONE, which uses the natural Simulink structural boundaries for models, (sub-) systems, and blocks.
Using the definition of model clone types in Section II, ConQAT detects and identifies only type 2 (renamed) model clones. ConQAT detects but does not distinguish type 1 clones because of its renaming strategy.
To compare and contrast with ConQAT, we set SIMONE to use a NICAD 30% near-miss difference threshold. To mimic ConQAT's configuration we chose to use blind renaming to ignore differences in names and values while including block type. This set-up both allows us to detect and compare the set of type 2 clones discovered by SIMONE with those detected by ConQAT, and also to demonstrate SIMONE's detection of type 3 clones ConQAT may not be able to find.
Our comparison evaluation is primarily qualitative. The reason for this is that it is difficult to obtain any comparable numbers because of differences in the tools, specifically in the way they report nested clones, and because of larger block clusters. Figure 10 demonstrates the problem of nested clones. The outer circles represent a near-miss clone pair that has 70% similarity as reported by SIMONE. The inner circles represent a clone pair that is contained within the outer clone pair and is greater than 70% similar, for example 90% similar according to SIMONE, as shown in the diagram. If SIMONE's NICAD difference threshold is set to 30% then only the outer pair will be reported as a clone pair, and the inner clone pair will be contained in that result. Because the outer pair is not a type 2 clone, ConQAT would display only the inner pair, assuming it met ConQAT's type 2 criteria. Neither result is incorrect, it only depends on the specific type of result one is looking for. Because of these and other differences in output of the tools, we perform a qualitative evaluation rather than a quantitative one.
In order to compare the two approaches, we use the same publicly available models from Matlab Central 2 that were used by the ConQAT authors previously [10] .
We could not use the Simulink demo model set because it contains Stateflow extensions, which are not yet handled by ConQAT. Thus our direct comparison was restricted to three systems from Matlab Central (MPC, MUL, and SIM). In these systems our near-miss process finds all of the clones detected by ConQAT, including all the groups of blocks that ConQAT identifies at the block level. We have room to report only the results of one system, SIM, for which Figure  11 displays a Venn diagram of the Simulink subsystem level clone classes discovered by running both tools on the communications system project, SIM, from the Matlab Central model set. Circles outlined with dashes represent SIMONE near-miss clone classes discovered using filtering, sorting, and blind renaming, while the circles outlined with lines represent ConQAT clone classes discovered using the default ConQAT configuration. The percentages next to the circles represent the NICAD minimum pairwise similarity among all the subsystems in the clone class.
In this specific project, we can see that SIMONE was able to find all of the clones that ConQAT did, although in some instances, the corresponding ConQAT classes were embedded in larger near-miss SIMONE classes. Also of note are the near-miss (70%) clone classes identified by SIMONE only. Figure 12 shows an example of a nearmiss clone pair discovered by SIMONE in the SIM system. The subsystems are relatively similar, differing only by the 2 http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/ summation block (little circle with two + signs) which splits the subsystem into two halves in the pcmwithnoise subsystem. ConQAT and other graph based approaches will not detect this clone because the summation block creates a cut vertex that partitions the graph into two smaller subclones. These sub-clones may, individually, be beneath the size threshold for detection even if the near-miss clone as a whole is above the threshold, as is the case for this clone, which is not reported at all using ConQAT's default settings. By comparison, SIMONE reports these subsystems as nearmiss clones with 72% similarity.
Overall, we found that SIMONE and ConQAT find many of the same subsystem clones in Simulink models. However, in each case there are some clones that one finds that the other can not. Because ConQAT's graph-matching technique flattens Simulink models to ignore hierarchical structure and does not enforce detection of entire subsystems, ConQAT is able to find cloned clusters of blocks that do not form whole subsystems. By contrast, SIMONE is structure sensitive, and is designed to find only complete structural clones. Thus, only near-miss or exact clone pairs representing entire subsystems will be identified, and smaller nested cloned clusters of blocks will be reported only if they are part of a clone of a whole subsystem.
On the other hand, because ConQAT is not designed to implement near-miss clone detection, SIMONE finds many more challenging Type-3 clones that ConQAT does not. We are currently automating the comparison process and trying to resolve the parsing problems of ConQAT so we can report Figure 12 . Example of a type 3 (near-miss) subsystem clone pair discovered by SIMONE that will not be found by ConQAT. The introduction of the summation block (labelled + +) in the subsystem on the right creates a cut vertex that partitions the graph into two exact sub-clones each too small to be of interest.
on all of the models available to us [11] .
In theory, both SIMONE and ConQAT can each be adapted to approximate what the other does: ConQAT could be extended to allow for configuration of a similarity threshold to detect near-miss graph clones, and SIMONE could use a source transformation to flatten the structure, filter out the lines, and do block-level evaluation. However, there will still be some kinds of unexpected near-miss changes that ConQAT may never detect, and extending SIMONE to ignore structure is fundamentally contrary to its intended purpose.
V. RELATED WORK
In addition to ConQAT, there are two other approaches that employ graph-based techniques for Simulink model clone detection. Pham et al. [4] developed ModelCD, including the eScan and aScan algorithms to detect exactand near-miss-clones, respectively. ModelCD attempts to improve on ConQAT by utilizing graph mining techniques and Simulink-specific properties rather than relying on subgraph matching heuristics alone. We chose not to include it in our comparison because ModelCD operates in roughly the same way as ConQAT and, as the ConQAT authors have demonstrated [10] , the improvements in ModelCD have little impact on results, and do not scale well. ModelCD is also not publicly available.
Peterson [3] has developed the Naive Clone Detector to detect exact Simulink clones. Like ModelCD, it uses graphbased modeling and Simulink information, but by contrast, it employs a top-down approach. We did not include Naive Clone Detector in our evaluation as it also is similar to ConQAT, and the author was unable to release it to us.
Al-Batran et al. [6] identify a number of semanticspreserving transformations that allow for detection of semantically equivalent Simulink clones. By performing these transformations, model clone detection recall is increased: semantically similar model clone instances are returned in addition to the structurally similar clones detected by other approaches. We may be able to incorporate their work into our approach by representing these transformations as textual source transformations and applying them to our normalized NICAD Simulink model representations.
In theory graph-based algorithms such as ConQAT may be able to detect the model clones we present in Figure 12 if the parameters are relaxed sufficiently. However, this would result in large numbers of false positives, yielding very poor precision and making the result meaningless. By contrast, SIMONE efficiently detects such clones at a 30% near-miss threshold with no false positives.
In previous work, we surveyed the entire area of codeclone detection [1] . NICAD was chosen as the code-clone technique to adapt as the basis of SIMONE because of its parsing, normalizing, and text-comparing abilities and because it was specifically designed to efficiently detect near-miss clones, something which had not yet been accomplished in the model clone detection domain.
We have also surveyed work on model comparison techniques [12] , which included ConQAT and ModelCD. The majority of research in the area of model comparison is based on finding corresponding and differing model elements in a set or sets of models and much of it is geared towards model versioning. Model clone detection, especially near-miss model clone detection, differs from this idea: Model clone detection attempts to find a group of similar or related elements that have likely been reproduced from one another rather than explicitly trying to identify what individual elements are the same or are different. Thus, many of approaches in our survey are not applicable for model clone detection. The only approaches that may be leveraged are those that use similarity based metrics for comparison, such as EMFCompare [13] , which performs similarity comparison on structural system models. We leave clone detection in that area as future work, as we are currently interested in Simulink behavioral models only.
Gold et al. [14] have identified new clone types for data flow languages similar to our proposed extension of code clone types to models. Gold's data flow clone types include: 1) exactly-copied code fragments; 2) exactly-copied code fragments with layout and comment changes; 3) exactlycopied code fragments with layout, comment, and literal values changes; and 4) code fragments with modifications. Since Simulink is a data-flow modeling language, we could adapt to these slightly different definitions by modifying NICAD appropriately.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have introduced a method for using textbased code clone detectors to find near-miss clones in graphical models, and demonstrated SIMONE, an implementation for Simulink models based on the NICAD clone detector. We outlined the challenges of using a parser-and text-based method on graphical models, and described our solutions using filtering and sorting of the text representation. Finally, we compared the results obtained with our new method with a state-of-the-art graph-based method and showed that our near-miss detection can find meaningful clones that graphbased methods can miss. Our approach generalizes to other modeling languages, such as UML-based ones, with only customization of the filtering and sorting algorithms.
While our method has been tested and hand-validated on a large set of publicly available Simulink models, it has yet to be used on industrial examples, and we look forward to working with our industrial partners at General Motors to analyze their systems. Although we inherit the proven textual clone accuracy and scalability of NICAD [9] , it is not clear that all of these attributes transfer to its use on graphical models, and we are currently running a larger scale experiment to statistically validate and compare our method on a much larger set of models. We are also working on extending our method with a new plugin to detect consistently renamed model clones, those whose labels and values are renamed in a consistent fashion rather than arbitrarily.
A practical issue for model clone detection is the graphical presentation of results. While we are eventually planning to use the ConQAT Eclipse plugin designed for this task, at the moment we generate Simulink colorization scripts to show SIMONE results directly in the Simulink IDE.
